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Abstract-By using a new 65-digit amicable pair [l] as a breeder, 68 new large amicable pairs 
have been found with te Riele’s algebraic constructive method [2]. All the new pairs are in the 
101-122 digit range. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let g(x) denote the sum of all the divisors of z (including 1 and z itself). A pair 
of positive integers (m, n) is called an amicable pair, if it satisfies 
a(m) = m + n = a(n), m < 72. (1) 
If 
m = 72, a(m) = 2m, 
then m is called a perfect number. 
The first four amicable pairs, together with their discoverers and times are as follows: 
(2) 
(220,284) = (22 ~5.11, 22 .71), (Pythagoras, 500 B.C.), 
(1184,121O) = (25 * 37, 2.5.112), (Paganini, 1866), 
(17296,18416) = (24 ~23 + 47, 24 .1151), (al-Banna, 1300; Fermat, 1636), (3) 
(9363584,9437056) = (27 - 191 - 383, 27 .73727), (Yazdi, 1600; Descartes, 1638). 
The first four perfect numbers 6, 28, 496 and 8128 were already known to the ancient Greeks 
2000 years ago, but the 32”d perfect number, the largest known perfect number at present, was 
not found until March 1992. 
In 1984, H. J. J. te Riele proposed the following algebraic constructive method for finding new 
amicable pairs from a given pair [2]. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (m’, n’) = (a . u, a . p) be a given amicable pair (called a breeder pair) with 
gcd(a, u) = gcd(a,p) = 1, wherep isaprime. Ifapair ofprimes (T, s) with r < s andgcd(a, r+s) = 
1 exists, satisfying the following bilinear Diophantine equation 
cr - p)(s -p) = +) . c(u)~ := R, 
and if a third prime q exists, with gcd(a . u, q) = 1 and 
q=r+s+u, (5) 
then (m, n) = (u . u. q, aa r. s) is also an amicable pair. 
Applying this theorem to our recently found breeder amicable pair [l]: 
(m, n) = (59554936495441481044788091271148664944796300859243635311219048448, 
59554936495441891385123332422108719776971992921810832072976105472) 
= (247 ~9288811670405087~145135534866431~ 3887523966328699903, 
247~928881167O4O5O87~455562336787531O9O4528689685l222527), 
we get: 
a = 247 .9288811670405087, 
u= 145135534866431.313887523966328699903, 
p=45556233678753109045286896851222527. 
(6) 
The next step is then to compute 
R = * . CT(U)~, 
a (7) 
and to get the complete prime factorization of R. By the multiplicity of the a-function, we have: 
R = o(247) . a(9288811670405087) 
247 .9288811670405087 
. (~(145135534866431) . a(313887523966328699903))2. 
Thus, we get: 
R = 4150740853986303762437553292862633342784181501682186079404432723804160 
= 262 . 37 .5 .7. 114 .13.17.97.241 ~257.673 ~96758454900053~9288811670405087. 
Since 
R 
-_=2 6o 
4 
. 37 .5.7. 114 .13 - 17~97~241~257~673~96758454900053~9288811670405087, 
then R is a 70-digit integer with 2498560 even divisors less than its square root, each having 
even codivisor. As listing all of these combinations will need a large amount of cpu time and 
may also run out the machine’s memory, we first generate all the 40960 combinations without 
considering 260; then during the later computation, we add ail the combinations with 2 to the 
power 60 (this idea was due to my colleague J. S. Robinson at the University of York Computing 
Center). With these combinations, R was written in all possible ways as a product R = A. B 
such that 
r=p+A, 
s=p+B, (8) 
q=r+s+u. 
If all the following conditions 
r & s & p E Primes, 
r < s (i.e., A < B), 
gcd(a, r. s) = 1 
are satisfied, then (a. u. q, a + r . s) is an amicable pair. 
(9) 
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Table 1. The 68 Factors A in R = A. J3 which yield amicable pairs. 
1 21°. 32 113. 9288811670405087 I 233 34 112 .257.673.96758454900- 
235 34 11. 241 257 9288811670405087 2l* . 33 112 .97.9288811670405087 
233 35 113 ‘97.257’673 1 2ls 32 113 ‘97. 257.673 ‘96758454900053 
28 .3. 113 ‘97. 241.9288811670405087 233 35 . 112 ‘97.241 ‘96758454900053 
220. 34 113 .97.241 ,257 22g . 33. 11. 17. 257 
235 33 11” 17 97 .257.96758454900053 215 113 17.97. 241 
215 33 113 13.9288811670405087 233 35 11 .13.673 ‘96758454900053 
244 35 113 13’257.673 24s 113 13 97 
21g .3’j 11 13 .97.241.257.673 23g ‘3. 11. 13. 17.979288811670405087 
224 33 11 13 17.97.241.257.673 231 32 114 13 .97.9288811670405087 
220. 32 .7.11.9288811670405087 244 .32 7.97 
250.33.7.11.97 23g 36 .7.97.9288811670405087 
213 7 11 ‘97.241 ‘96758454900053 230 33 7. 11 17.241 t96758454900053 
251 .7. 112 17.241. 257 222 ‘3 7 1 l2 13 ,241 .9288811670405087 
222 . 33 7. 13 17.241 ,673 .96758454900053 253 .3.7.11 13.17.97.241 ,673 
261 34 .7. 114 ‘97. 241.673 22g .5.96758454900053 
222 . 32 .5. 113 .257.673.96758454900053 2g ‘3.5 112 ‘241.257’673 ‘96758454900053 
234.32.5.112.97.673 213 . 32 ‘5. 113 .97.257.96758454900053 
232 .3s .5.17. 257.9288811670405087 1 230 32 ‘5 113 17.241 .96758454900053 
I 
261 .34 .5 11’ 17 97 129.33.5.113’17.97.257 
226. 34. 5. 113. 17.97.241.673 242 ‘3.5. 113 13.241’ 96758454900053 
230. 3.5. 112 13.241 ,673 1 2’l 35 ‘5. 112 13.241.673.96758454900053 
227 36 .5 13 .97.96758454900053 25g ‘3’ ‘5. 13.97’673 
23 32 5.11’ 13.97.673.96758454900053 1 228 34 5. 113 13. 17. 97. 257.673 
211 .3.5.7.673.9288811670405087 I 25g.5.7.11.241.673 
230 35 .5 .7. 11.97.673 .96758454900053 215 32 .5.7. 112 .97.241.9288811670405087 
247 36 ‘5.7. 112 17.257 226 34 5. 7. 113 17. 257 
I 
24a 34 .5.7.17.241.673 235 32 .5 .7 17.241 ,673 ‘96758454900053 
2? 34 .5.7. 113 17.97’257 214 ‘3’5.7. 113 17’97.241’673 
228 .5.7. 11 13.241 .673.9288811670405087 1 232 35 5.7.13.241. 257.673 , 
222 .5 7. 13 241 257 ‘673.96758454900053 1 256 3’j 5. 7. 13.97. 257 
257 35 .5.7. 113 . 13 17.97’673 24g .3’j 5. 7. 11. 13. 17.97. 241 
222 ‘3.5’7. 114 13.97.96758454900053 24 37 17.97’241 .9288811670405087 
22 37 ‘5 7 11 17 .97 ‘96758454900053 226 37 5 7. 11 13 17.241 96758454900053 
By testing all the above mentioned conditions for all the possible 2498560 combinations of 
R = A. B, 68 new large amicable pairs have been found. We list in Table 1 only those divisors A 
which correspond to amicable pairs; since once A is given, the pair (m, n) = (a . u . q, a . T . s) is 
completely determined by (8). 
All the pairs are of type-(3,2) [3] an in the 101-122 decimal digit range. More information d 
about these 68 amicable pairs can be provided upon request from the author. 
The whole computation was performed on the Silicon Graphics R4D/340S machine at the 
University of York Computing Centre, and in total about 90 cpu hours were used. 
We have also verified all the results to be correct. The verification procedure is as follows. By 
the multiplicity of the cT-function, we have 
a(m) = a(a) . o(u) .4q) 
= a(a1) 0(Q) .0(W) . o(u2) . g(q) 
a(n) = CT(a) a(r) . c(s) 
= CT(Q) . cr(u2) . g(r) .dS)? 
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where 
s. Y. YAN 
al = 247, 
a2 = 9288811670405087, 
u1 = 145135534866431, 
u2 = 313887523966328699903 
are common to each pair. By replacing the individual values of q, r and s for each pair, we get 
the values of o(m) and a(n) each time. Furthermore, by Definition 1, (m, n) is an amicable pair 
if and only if a(m) = m+n = cr(n). All the 68 pairs satisfy this condition. The verification of the 
correctness of the 68 pairs takes only a few minutes on our Silicon Graphics R4D/340S machine; 
however, if we do not use the multiplicity of the a-function, it might take several months of cpu 
time to do all the verifications. The verification itself provides a numerical proof of Theorem 1. 
Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that our computation results strongly support the state- 
ment that there are an infinite number of amicable pairs, although it has not been proved yet. 
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